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Base Fluorescence Signal Curves

Heterozygous mutation
Base coordinates in the current sequencing result sequence

Phred score for base sequencing quality
The ATCG at each integer point is recognized according to the value 
of the largest base fluorescence signal intensity

The base fluorescence signals are weak and the sensor is easy to be interfered by 
electromagnetism. To improve the accuracy, Sanger sequencing equipment sequence 
each fragment thousands of times to avoid the white noise interference, thus forming a 
bell curve in accordance with the normal distribution at each normal test sequence site.
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Heterozygous Mutation
Mutation occurs in only one of the two alleles on a pair of homologous chromosomes.

C or G C or T
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Homozygous Mutation
Mutation occurs in both alleles on a pair of homologous chromosomes.

TCTTACA
 | |
TCACCAG

sequencing 
sequence

reference 
sequence
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It is the most common form of heritable variation. It accounts 
for more than 90% of all known polymorphisms. SNP exists 
widely in the human genome, with an average of one out of 
every 500-1000 base pairs. It is estimated that the total 
number of SNP can reach 3 million or more.

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)

SNP = Heterozygous Mutation + Homozygous Mutation

SNP affects biological properties and may cause diseases

Dr. Yang Qi, biological science and medical engineering, Jinling Hospital
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Hearing loss (HL) Hypertriglyceridemia (HTG)
Acute Pancreatitis (AP)



Sanger Sequencing Workflow

Blood Sampling - > DNA Extraction - > PCR Amplification Reaction - > Put into Sequencer - > 
Automatic Sequencing - > Analysis of Sequencing Results

Dr. Yang Qi, biological science and medical engineering, Jinling Hospital

The experiment will be completed in about 2 weeks. Generally speaking, each subject will generate 50-100 sequencing files.
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Sequencing 
technology category

Maximum flux of single 
sequencing

Output format Sequencing 
accuracy

First generation Sanger 
sequencing

Short 200-1000 base 
sequences

Intensity curve of base 
fluorescence signal

Gold 
standard

Sanger Sequencing - Clinical Gold Standard

Determine 
Sequencing Target

Sanger 
Sequencing 

Searching for Heterozygous Mutation 
by Reading Envelope

Searching for Homozygous Mutations 
by Comparing Reference Sequences 

with Software

Cross Validation

Dr. Yang Qi, Jinling Hospital
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Search for Ideas

Unimodal Bimodal (Diploid)Visual 
perception:
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Coordinate Sequence of Fluorescence Intensity 
Signal Obtained from ABIF Format Sequencing Data

Name Number ABIF Type Description
DATA 9-12 short[] Short Array holding analyzed color data
PLOC 2 short[] Array of peak locations as called by Baseceller

Read the detection sequence 
subscript of the current integer point 

from PLOC2

Find the data subscript difference with 
the previous integer point

Take the reciprocal of the subscript 
difference with the previous integer 

point as the step value

Position of corresponding site of 
current subscript + = step value

Initialize the current site as the current 
integer site

Take the number from the corresponding subscript 
of DATA9-12, and add it at the end of the 
sequencing sequence of all kinds of bases (the 
current subscript corresponds to the position of the 
site, corresponding to the fluorescence signal 
strength of the base)

Move the current 
subscript backward 

one step

The next 
integer point 
has not been 

reached

Series not 
finished 

yet?

YY
N

Move the current integer point 
backward one step

Initialize 
integer 
point 0

Get the 
coordinate 

sequence of 
fluorescence 

intensity 
signal
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Heterozygous Mutation Detection by Computational 
Geometry

1. General process of heterozygous 
mutation identification

Input four nucleotide curve 
data

Prepare sample points for 
calculation of enveloping 
curve area of each point

Calculate the envelope area of 
four nucleotides at each point

Numerical descending order 
of four nucleotide areas at 

each site

According to the area 
difference and area ratio 
of the top two points, is it 

a heterozygous 
mutation?

Completed calculation

YESNO

2. Discussion on the difference of area difference judgment

At each site, there are four envelope data of nucleotide 
fluorescence intensity signal. There are two types of situations:
A. For the non heterozygous mutation site, when a certain 
nucleotide is sequenced, only one nucleotide fluorescence 
intensity signal appears bell curve, and the other is almost 0, 
so its area difference value is large, and the area ratio is close 
to 1.
B. when the heterozygous mutation site is sequenced to this 
site, there will be two (or more, for n-ploid) nucleotide 
fluorescence intensity signals with bell shaped curves, which 
are similar in shape, so the area difference between the top 
two is smaller and the area is larger.
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Prepare Sample Points for Calculation of 
Enveloping Curve Area of Each Site

 

There is a point on the cutting line hereThere is no point on the cutting line here

If the former point is (x1, Y1) and the latter point is (X2, Y2), 
and the abscissa of the cutting point is x, then there are:

 

(x1, y1)

(x2, y2)(x, y)

Virtual points must be supplemented, otherwise the 
area of shadow area will be lost in area calculation

1. Use the linear slope equation to solve the vertical 
coordinate y on the cutting line.

2. According to the four nucleotide fluorescence envelope 
signal curve samples at 0.5 position on each base left and 
right, cut them into the array. 
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Calculate the Envelope Area of Four Nucleotides 
at Each Site

(x2, y2)
(x1, y1)

At each site, calculate the area of four kinds of nucleotide fluorescence envelope signal curve 
sample points respectively:
 

 

 

The corresponding envelope curve areas of four nucleotides at each point were obtained: 
areaA, areaT, areaG, areaC
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Determine Whether it is a Heterozygous Mutation

1. SNP exists widely in human genome, with an average of 1 in every 
500-1000 base pairs;

2. The longest sequence of Sanger sequencing was 500-1000 bases;
3. SNP can be divided into heterozygous mutation and homozygous 

mutation.
Therefore:
● In Sanger sequencing, the number of heterozygous mutations in each 

normal sequence should generally be less than 10, with a maximum 
probability of 1-2%

For those in the effective sequencing region:
● The area difference of non heterozygous mutation points is mostly large, 

and the probability of occurrence is 98-99%;
● The area difference of heterozygous mutation point is almost 0, and the 

probability of occurrence is 1 ~ 2%.
● The median of the area difference descending sorting array should be 

the non heterozygous mutation point area is the larger value, 20% of the 
larger value is significantly greater than 0 and significantly less than the 
larger value, which is suitable for use as a threshold.

Four nucleotide area 
sequences of input site 

and each site

Take 20% of the median in 
descending order of area difference 

as the decision threshold

According to the area 
difference between the top 
two points, it is less than 

the threshold value, and the 
area ratio is close to 1

YESNO

Numerical descending 
order of four nucleotide 

areas at each site

The difference between 
the top two areas after 

trial ranking at each point

Detection of 
heterozygous mutation

No heterozygous 
mutation detected

Reasons
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L

M

L

H

Use K-Means Clustering Algorithm to 
Increase the Detection Accuracy of Judgment 
Threshold
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Head and Tail Noise
PCR amplification and equipment interference will introduce noise, which is characterized by disordered waveform 
overlap and high peak value.
It is generally distributed at the beginning and the end of the sequence. In this region, it is impossible to distinguish 
heterozygous mutation by area method.
When Sanger sequencing test is designed, the nucleic acid sequence that affects the coding will be placed in the middle 
of the sequencing target as much as possible, and redundancy will be increased to avoid being affected by the first 
noise.

Noise area Effective sequencing area

Lower Phred Score Average <30 Higher Phred Score Average >=30

Phred score meaning
Phred quality 
score

Possibility of base 
detection error

10 1 for every 10

20 1 for every 100

30 1 for every 1000

40 1 for every 10000

50 1 for every 100000

60 1 for every 1000000
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Remove Head and Tail Noise: Modified Mott 
Trimming Algorithms

Calculating the maximum 
subsequence and corresponding 

region of a sequence

Calculate the ordered median 
of phred scores in the above 

areas

Enter the phred score 
sequence

Is the median 
phred quality of 

the effective 
region enough 

high?

Sequencing failed
Head and tail noise 

range

YESNO

2. Maximum subsequence algorithm with O (n) time complexity

01 planning Sequence median = Median (Phred score sequence)
Calculation sequence a = (each element of the Phred score 
sequence - sequence median / 2)

Principle: any negative subsequence 
cannot be the prefix of the optimal 
subsequence.

Initialization Maximum subsequence sum = 0, current subsequence sum = 
0, current position i = 0

Find the sum of current 
subsequences

Current subsequence sum + = a [i]

1. Overall process of noise removal

The sum of current 
subsequences is greater 

than the sum of 
maximum 

subsequences? Maximum subsequence sum 
= current subsequence sum

Update maximum 
subsequences and

Is the sum of current 
subsequences 

negative?

End of 
sequence

?

Current subsequence sum = 0

Clear current 
subsequence sum

YES

YES

Loop

YES

NO

NO

NO

i = i + 1 

Completed 
calculation
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Middle Noise and Sequencing Failure

If there is noise in all areas, the sequencing fails. At this time, the whole data should be discarded.
Otherwise, a large number of pseudopositive heterozygous mutations will be identified.

The noise points in the non head tail region 
are not removed as head tail noise. Thus, it 
will affect the subsequent detection steps of 
heterozygous mutation and homozygous 
mutation.
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Noise Region Detection based on Convolutional 
Neural Network

Layer 16

dense

full connection

dense

full connection

Output 1

conv1d
16

4
A

T
CG

Input Shape 4x16

6 filters
kernel size 2x1
strides: 1

conv1d

16 filters
kernel size 5x1
strides: 1

maxPooling1d

pool size 2x1
strides 2x1

Feature Map 2x16Feature Map 1x16 Feature Map 6x3

36

Layer 8 Layer 4

densefull connection

Signal curve of 
fluorescence intensity 
of each base

sampling

16 points/bp

16

21

16

dense

full connection

The distribution 
density of data points 
is not uniform

16
1

8
1

4
1 1

1d version of Le-Net5
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Noise Area Detection Training

1 selected operation range 2. Mark + noise-data

Detect the head and 
tail noise regions by 

maximum 
subsequence 

algorithm

Use trained model 
to identify noise 

area

Manually 
add/delete noise 

regions

Export training 
data

Train the Neural 
Network

Noise areaOperation area

98.3% accuracy can be achieved after 2 days of 
training with one GTX2070
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Blast with subsequence which has 
removed head and tail noise area ATCT…CAC/AG

1 N

Sequence fragment retrieval and 
comparison 

Noise Noise

ATAT…CAC/AG
1 67

query

reference ACAT…CAAG
3122

3188
HUMAN CHRSOME 8

TYPE Mutation

Homozygous CHR -8 
3123 
C->T

Heterozygous CHR-8  
3287 
A->C

Feature retrieval
CHR Gene From To Exon Location

8 LPL 2000 4000 Join(2000…3126, 
3200…3286)

In Exon Mutation

CHR-8 LPL-1 CHR -8 3123 
C->T

Not in Exon
Will no effect

CHR-8  3287 
A->C

Detection of protein mutation 

Blast Query

Blast Response Mutations

CDS Database Exon matched mutations

Protein mutation detection 19



TAT->Y
TAC->Y

TAT->Y
CAT->H

Standard Genetic Code
20



Display of Detected Mutations

Mutation not on exon No mutation of protein Protein mutation

TAT->Y
TAC->Y

TAT->Y
CAT->H
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Mutation not on exon No mutation of protein Protein mutation



Comparison
Comparison South China Agricultural 

University’s method Our method

Noise removal method Filtering based on 
wavelet transformation

Modified Mott trimming algorithm
Convolutional Neural Network

Heterozygous mutation detection method
Back Propagation Neural Network
Parameters: peak distance, height 

ratio and fluctuation ratio of two peaks 
Computational geometry

Test data set
Eucalyptus urophylla
26 sequencing files

Homosapiens HTG-AP
3500 sequencing files

Accuracy rate
Accurate number / (accurate number + missed 

number) * 100%
96.5% 94.59%

Missed judgement rate
Number of missed judgments / (accurate 

number + number of missed judgments) * 100%
3.5% 5.01%

False positive rate
Number of misjudgments / (accurate number + 

number of misjudgments) * 100%
24.6% 16%
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Advantages

1. 900x faster than human;

2. No setup required;

3.Complete Process of gene mutation analysis;

4.Good user interaction experience.
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Expectation

Sanger sequencing automation 
analysis

Automatic analysis of NGS

Detection of heterozygous 
mutations by Sanger sequencing

Pathogenicity analysis based 
on dbSNP

Mutation probability analysis 
based on reference sequence 
database (rare disease or not)

View 3D structure and 
comparison of mutant protein

Semifinal

Final

Future

More complete process
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Sequencing technology 
category

Maximum flux of 
single sequencing

Output format Sequencing 
accuracy

New generation sequencing 
technology of NGS

All sequences on all 
chromosomes

Base sequence False positive

next generation 
sequencing

The sequencing results were 
assembled into nucleic acid 

sequences

Searching for heterozygous 
mutation by software

Only 50% (diploid, if n-ploidy is 1 / N * 100%) of heterozygous mutations 
were detected successfully from nucleotide sequence

Discovery 
mutation

TCTTAC
A

Backup Slide: Next-Generation 
Sequencing (NGS)



Backup Slide: MegaBLAST based alignment

MegaBLAST can quickly match and query 
the similar reference base sequences in the 
selected database, including which 
chromosome and the absolute starting and 
ending positions on the chromosome.

By comparing the query sequence 
with the reference sequence, the 
mutation position can be found.



Backup Slide: Platform application construction
Under the guidance of Zhang Weibo, chief engineer of Nanjing YOUPU IT Co., Ltd

Front end Container

MVVM Framework

DvaJSAnt Design

React UI 
Component Library

Tensorflow.js

Neural network framework

SNP detection algorithm

The algorithm 
described in 
this paper

HTTPS

WebSocket

Back end container

eggJS

Backend development 
framework

Sequelize ORM

Object relation 
mapping model

Socket.io

Long connection 
communication 
management

Kafka.js

Message queue
client

Blast query

CDS query

MySQL 
container

CDS database

Kafka 
container

Message queue

Blast query

CDS query

MegaBlast 
container

Kafka.js

Message 
queuing 

client

MegaBlast

Base local 
alignment 
search toolBlast query results

Node.js

JavaScript Runtime

Kubernete Container arrangement platform

Ubuntu Linux Server


